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Learning how to obtain rewards requires learning about their con-
texts and likely causes. How do long-term memory mechanisms
balance the need to represent potential determinants of reward out-
comes with the computational burden of an over-inclusive memory?
One solution would be to enhance memory for salient events that
occur during reward anticipation, because all such events are poten-
tial determinants of reward. We tested whether reward motivation
enhances encoding of salient events like expectancy violations.
During functional magnetic resonance imaging, participants per-
formed a reaction-time task in which goal-irrelevant expectancy
violations were encountered during states of high- or low-reward
motivation. Motivation amplified hippocampal activation to and
declarative memory for expectancy violations. Connectivity of the
ventral tegmental area (VTA) with medial prefrontal, ventrolateral pre-
frontal, and visual cortices preceded and predicted this increase in
hippocampal sensitivity. These findings elucidate a novel mechanism
whereby reward motivation can enhance hippocampus-dependent
memory: anticipatory VTA-cortical–hippocampal interactions. Further,
the findings integrate literatures on dopaminergic neuromodulation of
prefrontal function and hippocampus-dependent memory. We con-
clude that during reward motivation, VTA modulation induces distribu-
ted neural changes that amplify hippocampal signals and records of
expectancy violations to improve predictions—a potentially unique
contribution of the hippocampus to reward learning.
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Introduction

Relationships between events are often clear only in retro-
spect. For example, when something good happens, we want
to know why it happened and how to make it happen again.
However, many events may precede a reward; how do we
know which of them caused it? One way to solve this “credit
assignment problem,” is by recording in memory all potential
determinants of behaviorally relevant events like rewards (Fu
and Anderson 2008). From an over-inclusive mnemonic
record, the relationships between behaviorally relevant events
can be disambiguated as experience accumulates, improving
mnemonic models for predicting future rewards and knowing
how to get them.

How long-term memory supports the resolution of credit as-
signment for rewards and similar computational problems must
be reconciled with combinatorial explosion in representing
potential relationships. These two opposing constraints could
both be satisfied if the contents of memory were biased as
follows: Because it indicates an expectation that reward
is possible, reward motivation should result in enhanced

memory encoding for salient events, even if those events are not
explicitly associated with reward. Conversely, over-inclusive
memory encoding should occur only during reward motivation,
to limit computational burden. Because any salient event en-
countered during reward motivation is potentially predictive of
reward outcomes, such a memory bias would offer a computa-
tionally feasible way to facilitate obtaining future rewards.

Expectancy violations are salient events because they are
surprising; they signal environmental volatility and act as a
cue to update mnemonic representations. Thus, expectancy
violations encountered during pursuit of a goal should be
more salient and better remembered than those encountered
when no goal is active. For example, an individual might
memorize the location of a new, soon-to-be opened restaurant
better if she notices it when hungry than when full. This
adaptive memory bias would ensure that when behaviorally
relevant events do occur, mnemonic models of the environ-
ment include an exuberant set of possible predictive relation-
ships to be refined by additional experience.

No research has yet investigated whether reward motiv-
ation affects the encoding of behaviorally salient events en-
countered during goal pursuit, but the hippocampal memory
system is well positioned for such a function. First, the hippo-
campus is specialized to create inclusive records of the sur-
rounding environment: the hippocampus generates detailed
representations of multiple interconnected events (Davachi
2006; Ranganath 2010), unfolding in time (Devito and Eichen-
baum 2011; Tubridy and Davachi 2011), with preferential
representation of surprises (i.e., expectancy violations)
(Ranganath and Rainer 2003). Second, the hippocampus is
modulated by activation of the dopaminergic midbrain, a
region strongly implicated in reward-motivated behaviors
(Berridge and Robinson 1998; Wise 2004). Accumulating evi-
dence suggests that engagement of the midbrain (including
the ventral tegmental area [VTA]) biases hippocampal
memory to support future adaptive behaviors (Shohamy and
Adcock 2010; Lisman et al. 2011). However, although VTA
activation and motivation have both been shown to influence
memory encoding (Shohamy and Adcock 2010; Lisman et al.
2011), the mechanisms of these effects in behaving organisms
remain to be elucidated.

Prior research suggests that reward motivation could influ-
ence hippocampal memory either directly or indirectly. Plaus-
ible direct mechanisms include dopaminergic modulation of
dynamic hippocampal physiology (Lisman and Otmakhova
2001; Hammad and Wagner 2006; Swant et al. 2008) and
stabilization of long-term potentiation (Wang and Morris
2010; Lisman et al. 2011). Alternatively, given the widespread
influence of dopamine on distributed brain systems beyond
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the hippocampus, changes in these broader networks could
alter hippocampal physiology indirectly. Indirect hippocam-
pal modulation could result from changes in a variety of pro-
cesses that contribute to memory encoding (Nieoullon and
Coquerel 2003; Mehta and Riedel 2006; Watanabe 2007). For
example, the VTA modulates prefrontal neurophysiology
during working memory, and attentional or executive pro-
cesses (Williams and Goldman-Rakic 1995; Durstewitz et al.
2000; Goldman-Rakic et al. 2000; Seamans and Yang 2004),
and recent evidence from the rodent literature has demon-
strated synchronized activity across the VTA, hippocampus,
and prefrontal cortex (PFC) during a working memory para-
digm (Fujisawa and Buzsaki 2011). Because working memory
and executive processes support episodic memory encoding
(Blumenfeld and Ranganath 2007; Jeneson and Squire 2012),
these processes could be recruited during reward-motivated
memory encoding to indirectly modulate the hippocampus.
This possibility is supported by recent electrophysiological
evidence linking frontal theta to reward-motivated memory
(Gruber et al. 2013) but a link to hippocampal physiology has
yet to be demonstrated.

The first goal of the current study was to test for the exist-
ence of a mnemonic bias for encoding expectancy violations
during reward motivation. The second goal was to adjudicate
between direct and indirect mechanistic accounts of this adap-
tive memory bias. To address these questions, we collected
fMRI data while participants performed a rewarded reaction-
time task with goal-irrelevant expectancy violations embedded
in a series of goal-relevant stimuli (Fig. 1). Specifically, partici-
pants viewed serial repetitions of a trial-unique object,
responding via button press when it changed from color to
grayscale, under high- or low-reward motivation. On half of
the trials, the series was interrupted by a temporally unpredict-
able, novel but highly similar object: a goal-irrelevant expect-
ancy violation. Following scanning, participants’ memory was
tested for the novel objects that served as expectancy
violations. This design allowed us to independently measure
activations to reward cues and expectancy violation events,
and thus, to identify a novel candidate mechanism of midbrain
dopamine effects on hippocampal physiology and memory.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-seven healthy, right-handed participants were paid $40
to participate, plus any additional earned monetary bonuses
(mean = $69.78; standard deviation = $19.06). All participants gave
written informed consent for a protocol approved and monitored by
the Duke University Institutional Review Board. One participant was
excluded due to a computer malfunction. The current analysis in-
cluded 26 participants (18 females, age range: 18–36 years; median
age = 24.5 years).

Experimental Task
To test for the effects of reward motivation on expectancy violation
processing, participants perform a speeded reaction-time task, modi-
fied from the monetary incentive delay task (Knutson et al. 2000).
This task was designed to manipulate 2 factors: participants’ motiva-
tional state and the presence of expectancy violations. To manipulate
motivational state, every trial of the task began with a 500-ms cue
that indicated whether participants could earn either a high ($2.00) or
low ($0.10) reward for a speeded button press to a target image
(Figure 1). Following a variable delay (between 5.5 and 6.5 s), the
target appeared on the screen. Targets were trial-unique, grayscale
object images. If participants were sufficiently fast at responding to
targets, they earned the monetary bonus indicated by the cue. The
target reaction time for earning money was determined by an adap-
tive algorithm, which estimated the response time threshold at which
the subject would be successful on ∼65% of trials. Thresholds were
calculated independently for each condition to ensure that reinforce-
ment rates would be equated across all four conditions. Following the
presentation of the target image, participants viewed an outcome
screen that indicated their success on the current trial as well as their
accumulated monetary bonuses. The intertrial interval between
reward feedback and the following reward cues was 1–15.8 s
(mean = 4.84).

To manipulate expectancy violation, following the cue but prior to
the target presentation, participants viewed 10–11 serial presentations
of color object images for 409 ms with an interstimulus interval (ISI)
of 136 ms. During control trials (CO), participants viewed repeated
presentations of a color version of the upcoming target stimulus.
During expectancy violation trials (EV), participants viewed repeated
presentations of a color version of the upcoming target stimulus inter-
rupted by a highly similar, but novel, image. This expectancy viola-
tion stimulus always appeared randomly between the fourth and
eighth object presentation.

Participants performed 2 runs of this task. During each task run,
participants completed 10 High-Reward CO, 10 Low-Reward CO, 10
High-Reward EV, and 10 Low-Reward EV trials. Trial order was
pseudo-randomized across each run, with each run lasting 7 min and
56 s. Trial onsets, cue-scene intervals, and trial order were optimized
using Opt-seq software (Dale 1999).

Immediately prior to scanning, participants were shown a visual
schematic of the task and given verbal instructions. Participants were
instructed about the incentives for detecting the grayscale object.
They were also instructed that on some trials a different object would
interrupt the stream of repeating objects, and that these interruptions
were irrelevant to earning money. Participants were informed that
they would receive all money earned during the performance of this
task. Participants performed an unpaid, practice version of the task
that consisted of 10 High-Reward CO and 10 Low-Reward CO to fam-
iliarize themselves with the paradigm and to calibrate reaction-time
thresholding.

Following scanning (∼30 min after the encoding session), partici-
pants performed a 2-alternative forced-choice recognition memory
task for objects that constituted expectancy violations. During this
test, participants saw pairs of object images, one of which was an
object that constituted an expectancy violation and the other a
similar, yet novel, object that participants had never seen. For each
object pair, participants had to identify which object they saw during
the encoding session by pressing either the “1” or “2” button to

Figure 1. Experimental task. In each trial, participants first viewed a reward cue that
indicated whether they had the opportunity to earn a high ($2.00) or low reward
($0.10) for a speeded button press to a target image (a grayscale image). In control
trials, the reward cue was followed by serial repetitions of a trial-unique, color object
image. After 10 to 11 repetitions that image turned grayscale, to which participants
were to make a speeded button press. In expectancy violation trials, serial
representations of the trial-unique, color object image was interrupted by a novel, yet
highly similar, object image at a temporally unpredictable time. Participants were
instructed that expectancy violations had no bearing on earning rewards, and
earnings were solely based on their button press to target images. Following the
button press to the target, participants were presented an outcome screen that
indicated how much money they earned on that trial and how much they had
accumulated over the course of the experiment.
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indicate the object on the left or right, respectively. Following each
memory decision, participants had to indicate their confidence in
their response (i.e., 1 = very sure, 2 = pretty sure, 3 = just guessing).
Participants received 40 recognition memory trials (20 high reward
and 20 low reward).

MRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
fMRI data were acquired on a 3.0-T GE Signa MRI scanner using a
standard echo-planar imaging sequence (echo-planar imaging [EPI],
TE = 27 ms, flip = 77 degrees, TR = 2 s, 34 contiguous slices,
size = 3.75 mm× 3.75 mm× 3.80 mm) with coverage across the whole
brain. Each of the 2 functional runs consisted of 238 volumes. Prior to
the functional runs, we collected a whole-brain, inversion recovery,
spoiled gradient high-resolution anatomical image (voxel size = 1 mm,
isotropic) for use in spatial normalization.

fMRI preprocessing was performed using fMRI Expert Analysis
Tool (FEAT) Version 5.92 as implemented in FSL 4.1.5 9 (www.fmrib.
ox.ac.uk/fsl). The first 6 scans were discarded to allow for signal sat-
uration. Bold images were then skull stripped using the Brain Extrac-
tion Tool (Smith 2002). Images were then realigned within-run,
intensity normalized by a single multiplicative factor, spatially
smoothed with a 4.0-mm full width half maximum (FWHM) kernel,
and subjected to a high-pass filter (100 s). Spatial normalization was
performed using a 2-step procedure on fMRIb Linear Registration
Tool (Jenkinson et al. 2002). First, mean EPIs from each run were
co-registered to the high-resolution anatomical image. Then, the high-
resolution anatomical image was normalized to the high-resolution
standard space image in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space
using a nonlinear transformation with a 10-mm warp resolution, as
implemented by fMRI NonLinear Registration Tool. All coordinates
are reported in MNI space.

Behavioral Analysis
Reaction times and hit rates to target images were submitted to separ-
ate repeated measures ANOVAs with motivation (high vs. low trials)
and expectancy violation (EV vs. CO) as within-subjects factors. Of
note, the adaptive nature of our reaction-time algorithm was explicitly
programmed to keep reinforcement rates equivalent across con-
ditions. For both of these ANOVAs, we tested for main effects of
motivation and expectancy violation as well as their interaction at a
significance level of P < 0.05. Recognition memory for objects that
constituted expectancy violations was tested by submitting the
number of hits to Student’s t-test with a significance level of P < 0.05
with motivation (high vs. low) as a within-subject factor. All memory
responses were included in this analysis, irrespective of participants’
reported confidence.

fMRI Data Analysis
fMRI data were analyzed using FEAT Version 5.92 as implemented in
FSL 4.1.5. Time-series statistical analyses used FILM with local auto-
correlation correction (Woolrich et al. 2001).

General Linear Model: Task-Related Activations
To investigate task-related activations, first-level (i.e., within-run)
general linear models (GLMs) included 8 regressors that modeled
high-reward cues, low-reward cues, high-reward target images, low-
reward target images, high-reward EV events, high-reward CO events,
low reward EV events, and low reward CO events. The latency to CO
events was determined by randomly sampling from the latency of EV
events without replacement. All trial events were modeled with an
event duration of 0 s and a standard amplitude of 1. These events
were then convolved with a double-gamma hemodynamic response
function. EV and CO events were orthogonalized with respect to cue
and target events. Using this GLM, individual maps of parameter esti-
mates were generated for 4 contrasts of interest: high-reward cue >
low reward cue, [high-reward EV + low-reward EV] > [high-reward
CO + low-reward CO], high-reward EV > high-reward CO, and low-
reward EV > low-reward CO. Second-level analyses for each of these

contrasts (i.e., across runs, but within-subject) were modeled using a
fixed effects analysis.

General Linear Model: Cue-Expectancy Violation Interactions
To investigate interactions between cue-related VTA activation and EV
signaling, first-level parametric GLMs were constructed which investi-
gated the parametric modulation of EV and CO events by cue-evoked
VTA activation. First, a single-trial, beta-series analysis was performed
to extract single-trial parameter estimates for cue-evoked VTA acti-
vation (for a similar approach, see Rissman et al. (2004)). GLMs were
constructed for each participant that separately modeled cue-evoked
activations for each individual trial (40 high-cue and 40 low-cue
regressors). EV/CO events and target images were modeled as
described above. Then, a weighted average of cue-evoked β-values
was extracted for each individual trial from a probabilistic VTA
region-of-interest (ROI). This probabilistic ROI was generated by 1)
independently hand-drawing the structure on 50 high-resolution ana-
tomical images from an independent sample of 50 participants, 2)
normalizing those images to standard space, and 3) averaging across
those images (Shermohammed et al. 2012). Details for the anatomical
landmarks used to define the VTA in individual participants can be
found in Ballard et al. (2011).

We chose to focus on the VTA over the SN in this paradigm
because although there may be more dopaminergic neurons in the
SN, the VTA has been demonstrated to be more critical in guiding
reward-motivated behavior. In rodents, dopaminergic activity in the
VTA has been demonstrated to track reward-motivated behaviors and
learning (Aragona et al. 2008; Stuber et al. 2008), and selective stimu-
lation of the VTA has been demonstrated to elicit reward-motivated
behavior (Tsai et al. 2009; Adamantidis et al. 2011). In humans, high-
resolution functional imaging has localized reward-motivated learning
to the VTA and not the SN (D’Ardenne et al. 2008). Selective lesions
to the human SN, as a result of Parkinson’s disease, leave many
reward-motivated behaviors in tact (Dagher and Robbins 2009). To-
gether these findings suggest that the VTA may be the more relevant
dopaminergic nucleus for reward-motivated behaviors. Additionally,
work from rodents, primates, and humans suggest that both anatomic
and functional connectivity between the VTA and hippocampus con-
tributes to declarative memory processes (Haber 2003; Adcock et al.
2006; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Shohamy and Adcock, 2010;
Wang and Morris, 2010; McGinty et al. 2011; Kahn and Shohamy,
2012; Wolosin et al. 2012).

Separate parametric GLMs were constructed which included 8 stan-
dard task-related regressors (described above) and 2 additional para-
metric regressors modeling VTA modulations of EV and CO events.
For the parametric regressors, each EV/CO event amplitude was
weighted by the preceding cue-evoked VTA activation from the same
trial. Thus, these parametric regressors reflected how cue-related VTA
activations affected subsequent processing of EV/CO events on a
trial-by-trial basis. Using this GLM, individual maps of parameter esti-
mates were generated for 2 contrasts of interest: VTA-modulation of
EV events > baseline, VTA-modulation of CO events > baseline.
Second-level analyses for each of these contrasts (i.e., across runs, but
within-subject) were modeled using a fixed effects analysis.

Psychophysiological Interaction (PPI): Cue-Related Functional
Connectivity
To investigate cue-evoked VTA connectivity, we identified PPI of cues
upon functional connectivity with the VTA. For this analysis, first-level
GLMs were constructed which included 8 standard task-related regres-
sors (described above), 1 physiological regressor, and 2 PPI regres-
sors. The physiological regressor was the weighted mean time-series
extracted from an in-house probabilistic VTA ROI (described above).
The PPI regressors multiplied this VTA physiological regressor separ-
ately with 1) the task-related regressor for high-reward cues and 2)
the task-related regressor for low reward cues. Thus, these PPI regres-
sors modeled VTA coupling in the brain as a function of response to
reward cues. Using this GLM, individual parameter estimate maps
were generated for the contrast of interest: [high-reward PPI + low-
reward VTA PPI] > baseline. Second-level analyses for each of these
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contrasts (i.e., across runs, but within-subject) were modeled using a
fixed effects analysis.

Group-Level Analysis
Third-level analyses (i.e., across participants) were modeled using
FSL’s mixed-effects analyses (FLAME 1), which accounts for within-
session/subject variance calculated at the first and second levels, on
the parameter estimates for contrasts of interest derived from the
second-level analysis. Statistical tests for fMRI analyses were set to an
overall = 0.05 family-wise error rate as calculated within AlphaSim
tool in AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/doc/manual/AlphaSim)
which uses actual data structure to determine the number of indepen-
dent statistical tests and thus balance Type 1 and 2 errors. With 1000
Monte Carlo simulations and a voxelwise significance of P < 0.001, a
smoothing kernel of 4-mm FWHM, an overall 0.05 corresponded to a
cluster extent minimum of 33 voxels for the whole brain and 15
voxels for the MTL ROI analyses (MTL ROIs were limited to bilateral
hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus volumes as defined by the
WFU PICKATLAS [Maldjian et al. 2003]).

Results

Behavior: Speeded Reaction-Time Task Behavior
To manipulate their motivational states, participants viewed
cues that indicated whether a speeded button press to a target
image would result in a high ($2.00) or low ($0.10) monetary
reward (Figure 1). Both reward motivation [high- vs. low-
reward cues: F1,25 = 12.43, P = 0.002] and the presence of
expectancy violations [EV vs. CO: F1,25 = 9.65, P = 0.005] de-
creased participants’ reaction times to target images, without
any significant interactions across these factors [F1,25 = 1.27,
P = 0.27] (Table 1). These findings suggest that reward cues
were successful in manipulating participants’motivational state,
and that expectancy violations were sufficiently salient to influ-
ence later behavior. Despite significant differences in reaction
times, target hit rate/positive feedback did not differ across con-
ditions due to the adaptive algorithm, we implemented
(Table 1) [reward motivation: F1,25 = 2.95, P = 0.10; expectancy
violation: F1,25 = 0.38, P = 0.55; interaction: F1,25 = 0.31,
P = 0.58]. Participants on average earned $69.78 (SD = 19.06).

fMRI: Main Effect of Reward Motivation (High-Reward
Cue > Low-Reward Cue)
To identify brain regions modulated by reward motivation in-
dependent of the presence of expectancy violations, we com-
pared brain activations in response to high- versus
low-reward cues. Reward motivation (high > low) resulted in
greater activation in a broad network of regions including key
regions in the mesolimbic and mesocortical dopamine net-
works: Significant activations were observed in bilateral dor-
solateral PFC, ventrolateral PFC, premotor cortex, motor
cortex, medial frontal cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex,

superior parietal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, ventral visual
stream, hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex, thalamus,
dorsal striatum, ventral striatum, cerebellum, and the mid-
brain (encompassing the VTA/SN) as well as the right anterior
temporal lobe (P < 0.05, whole-brain corrected; Supplemen-
tary Table 1). Activations significant at the whole-brain level
included robust activation within our a priori ROI in the
VTA (VTA: left: t(25) = 3.30, P = 0.003, right: t(25) = 4.66,
P < 0.001).

fMRI: Main Effect of Expectancy Violation (Expectancy
Violation > Control)
To identify brain regions modulated by the presence of expect-
ancy violations independent of reward motivation, we com-
pared brain activations in response to expectancy violation
(EV) versus control (CO) events. The presence of expectancy
violations resulted in greater activation throughout a fronto-
parietal network as well as regions in the medial temporal
lobe. Specifically, significant activations were seen in dorsolat-
eral PFC, premotor cortex, superior parietal cortex, inferior
parietal cortex, ventral visual stream, ventral striatum, and cer-
ebellum, as well as, right anterior PFC and hippocampus
(P < 0.05, whole-brain corrected; Supplementary Table 1).

fMRI: Motivation’s Influence on Expectancy Violations
(High Reward [EV − CO] − Low Reward [EV − CO])
To characterize the influence of reward motivation on expect-
ancy violation processing, we compared the processing of
expectancy violation events (EV > CO) encountered in the
context of high- versus low-reward motivation. This analysis
yielded only one significant cluster, in the left hippocampus,
indicating that this region was more sensitive to expectancy
violations in the context of high- compared with low-reward
motivation (x =−22 y =−22 z =−6, cluster size = 16, P < 0.05,
corrected for comparisons within the entire bilateral MTL,
5278 voxels, 42 224 mm3) (Fig. 2).

VTA Influence on Hippocampus Expectancy Violation
Processing
To determine if there was a relationship between cue-related
VTA activation and hippocampal sensitivity to expectancy vio-
lations, we used trial-by-trial variability in cue-evoked VTA
activation to predict EV activations in the hippocampus. We
found that, on a trial-by-trial basis, VTA activation during the
cue significantly predicted hippocampus activation during
EV (relative to CO events; cluster identified at motivation
by expectancy violation interaction during EV); (P = 0.04)
(Fig. 3).

To elucidate potential mechanisms of the relationship
between cue-related VTA activation and reward effects on hip-
pocampal EV processing, we performed a two-step procedure.
First, we characterized within-subject, cue-evoked functional
coupling with the VTA across the entire brain (Supplementary
Figure). Then, we identified the subset of regions whose
cue-evoked functional coupling with the VTA predicted the
mean motivational influence on hippocampal EV activations
for the session (High Reward [EV− CO]− Low Reward
[EV− CO]). Compared with the broad network of regions that
showed cue-evoked functional coupling with the VTA, only an
isolated set of regions predicted reward-motivated, hippo-
campus EV sensitivity (Table 2, Fig. 4). Hippocampus EV

Table 1
Behavioral performance on the rewarded speeded reaction-time task

Condition Reaction time ± SE Accuracy ± SE

High reward
Expectancy violation 205.01 ± 4.63 73.3 ± 1.4
Control 219.02 ± 5.41 71.7 ± 1.5

Low reward
Expectancy violation 214.62 ± 4.68 70.2 ± 1.8
Control 223.78 ± 3.79 70.2 ± 1.6
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sensitivity was predicted by VTA coupling with bilateral visual
cortex, medial PFC, medial frontal cortex, subgenual cingulate
cortex, as well as right premotor cortex, left ventrolateral PFC,
left ventromedial PFC, and right temporal gyrus.

Behavior: Declarative Memory for Expectancy Violations
Following scanning, participants performed a recognition
memory task for the goal-irrelevant objects that constituted
expectancy violations. For objects seen in the low-motivation
condition, memory was no better than chance. In contrast, for
expectancy violation objects seen during high-reward motiv-
ation, memory was significantly greater than chance and sig-
nificantly greater than for objects that followed low reward
cues (low: mean ± SE = 50.2 ± 1.9%; high: mean ± SE = 61.2 ±
1.6%; t(25) = 4.89, P < 0.001).

Discussion

The current study demonstrates that motivational drive to
obtain reward modulates a distributed cortical network to
amplify hippocampal signals and records of unexpected
events. Neuroimaging results indicated that reward motivation
increased hippocampal activations following expectancy

violations. VTA activation following reward cues dynamically
predicted this increased hippocampal sensitivity, and a
network of cortical regions linked VTA activation following
cues to hippocampal activation following expectancy viola-
tions. Specifically, we found that functional coupling of the
VTA with medial prefrontal, ventrolateral prefrontal, and
visual cortices predicted reward-motivated enhancements in
hippocampal sensitivity to unexpected events. Finally, we
found that unexpected events were remembered if they were
encountered during high- but not low-reward motivation. To-
gether these findings suggest that during pursuit of reward,
the VTA engages a network of cortical intermediaries that
facilitates hippocampus-dependent encoding of salient events.

Consistent with an adaptive bias for enriched memory en-
coding during reward motivation, we found that an individ-
ual’s motivational state was a significant determinant of
memory for goal irrelevant, unexpected events: a surprise
memory test revealed declarative memory for objects that vio-
lated expectancy only if they were seen during high-reward
motivation. Previous studies have demonstrated that reward
motivation enhances memory for events that are explicitly

Figure 2. Reward motivation influences hippocampus expectancy violation processing. (A) A cluster in the left hippocampus showed significantly greater sensitivity to
expectancy violations under states of high-versus low-reward motivation (P<0.05, corrected for comparisons within the entire bilateral medial temporal lobe, 5278 voxels,
42 224 mm3). (B) Mean parameter estimates from the medial temporal lobe cluster are plotted to illustrate the direction of the interaction between reward motivation and
expectancy violation processing.

Figure 3. Cue-evoked ventral tegmental area activations predict hippocampus
expectancy violation processing. On a trial-by-trial basis, VTA activations in response
to reward cues predicted left hippocampus activations in response to expectancy
violation events (EV > CO events); ROI, region of interest.

Table 2
Regions in which functional coupling with the VTA predicts reward-motivated, hippocampus
expectancy violation signaling

Region Cluster size Z-stat x y z Brodmann’s area

Visual cortex 249 4.42 8 −86 42 19
193 5.63 12 −96 18 19

Medial prefrontal cortex 162 4.35 16 64 2 10
101 4.15 −12 52 28 9
45 4.11 8 52 28 9
63 4.17 −26 34 28 9

Premotor/motor cortex BA (4/6) 43 4.24 54 −12 54 4/6
Ventrolateral PFC (BA 45/44) 57 4.18 −50 20 2 45/44
Middle temporal gyrus (BA 22) 50 4.14 −60 −42 0 22
Medial frontal cortex (BA 6) 58 3.92 2 −20 78 6
Subgenual cingulate cortex (BA 24) 84 3.75 −2 6 −12 24
Ventral PFC (BA 47) 159 3.51 22 16 −16 47
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goal relevant, such as incentivized information (Adcock et al.
2006; Murayama and Kuhbandner 2011; Wolosin et al. 2012)
and reward-predicting cues (Wittmann et al. 2005; Bialleck
et al. 2011; Wittmann et al. 2011). Related research has also
demonstrated that prior novel events enhance striatal
responses to reward cues (Guitart-Masip et al. 2010; Bunzeck
et al. 2011), consistent with striatal convergence of novelty
and reward signals (Lisman and Grace 2005). Here, from the
vantage point of a mechanistically distinct hypothesis, we
offer a novel demonstration of a complementary relationship:
an effect of reward anticipation on processing of salience by
the hippocampus. Notably, we demonstrate that reward motiv-
ation can enhance memory for surprising information even
though it is explicitly not associated with reward: in the exper-
iment, participants were instructed that the salient events were
irrelevant to earning rewards. Nevertheless, here, as in real
life, the true relationship of salient events to rewards is ambig-
uous. The enriched encoding of salient events seen in the
current study during reward motivation, but not during unmo-
tivated behavior, supports our broad hypothesis that encoding
of the environment is over-inclusive selectively during reward
motivation to permit the disambiguation of the causes of
reward outcomes (Fu and Anderson 2008). However, given that
here no relationship existed between expectancy violation pro-
cessing and future reward outcomes, this broader hypothesis
could not be explicitly tested. Further studies will be needed to
establish that memory enhancements for expectancy violations
can contribute to disambiguating the causal determinants of
rewards to solve the “credit assignment” problem.

fMRI analyses revealed that reward motivation increased
responses to expectancy violations selectively in the hippo-
campus; indeed, the hippocampus was the only region to
show this pattern. Lesion studies in rodents, nonhuman pri-
mates, and humans have demonstrated that the hippocampus
supports declarative memory for expectancy violation events
(Ranganath and Rainer 2003; Kishiyama et al. 2004; Axma-
cher et al. 2010). The striking selectivity of this result argues
that the memory enhancements we observed were not due to

general increases in arousal or attention during reward motiv-
ation. Interestingly, reward motivation has been demonstrated
to enhance hippocampus activation prior to and during the
encoding of incentivized information (Adcock et al. 2006;
Wolosin et al. 2012) as well as during presentation of cues
that predict reward (Wittmann et al. 2005; Bunzeck et al.
2011). The current finding that reward motivation enhances
hippocampal responsivity not only to incentivized infor-
mation but also to goal irrelevant, unexpected events further
implies an adaptive memory bias for enriched representation
of contexts where reward is expected or pursued. In the
current study, we were not able to demonstrate a direct
relationship between motivation’s influence on hippocampal
sensitivity and declarative memory (i.e., a subsequent
memory analysis). Specifically, these types of analyses could
not be performed because, 1) when sorted by later memory
performance, there were relatively low number of trials in
some conditions (i.e., <10), and 2) there was very low varia-
bility in memory performance across participants. Thus, it
will be important for future studies to investigate the direct
relationship of hippocampal expectancy violation processing
on later declarative memory during reward motivation.

We also identified a candidate mechanism of this enhance-
ment: VTA activation in response to reward cues dynamically
predicted hippocampal activation in response to expectancy
violations. A relationship between VTA activation and
hippocampal-dependent encoding has previously been de-
scribed (Adcock et al. 2006; Wolosin et al. 2012); however,
these findings were consistent with at least two underlying
mechanisms: First, the VTA could directly modulate the hip-
pocampus, consistent with the prominent theory that dopa-
mine release in the hippocampus stabilizes long-term
potentiation during consolidation (reviewed by Shohamy and
Adcock 2010; Lisman et al. 2011). Alternatively, because
dopamine has widespread actions in the brain, the VTA could
also indirectly modulate hippocampal neurophysiology via
the coordinated engagement of distributed neural intermedi-
aries. To delineate the contributions of these 2 mechanisms,
we conducted an analysis that first identified neural regions
that showed cue-evoked functional coupling with the VTA,
and then determined if this coupling predicted expectancy
violation processing that occurred later in the trial. This analy-
sis demonstrated that functional coupling of the VTA with
medial prefrontal, ventrolateral prefrontal, and visual cortices
(but not hippocampus itself) predicted reward-motivated en-
hancements in hippocampal expectancy violation processing.
Hence, our findings support the interpretation that the VTA
engages a network of cortical intermediaries to influence hip-
pocampal encoding during reward motivation. A similar
mechanism of VTA facilitation of prefrontal-hippocampus
connectivity has recently been demonstrated during a spatial
working memory paradigm in rodents (Fujisawa and Buzsaki
2011). By relating hippocampal physiological changes to VTA-
prefrontal interactions, our findings offer a mechanistic inte-
gration of the literatures describing dopaminergic effects on
prefrontal physiology (Williams and Goldman-Rakic 1995;
Durstewitz et al. 2000; Goldman-Rakic et al. 2000; Seamans
and Yang 2004) and on long-term memory encoding sup-
ported by the hippocampus (Shohamy and Adcock 2010;
Wang and Morris 2010; Lisman et al. 2011).

Only a subset of the regions that correlated with VTA acti-
vation during motivation also predicted hippocampal

Figure 4. VTA-Cortical coupling predicts reward-motivated enhancements in
expectancy violation processing. To address relationships between cue-evoked VTA
activity and expectancy violation processing in the left hippocampus, we performed
the following analysis. (A) First, we characterized functional coupling of the VTA
across the whole brain. (B) Then, using linear regression, we identified regions whose
functional coupling with the VTA predicted reward-motivated enhancements in
hippocampus expectancy violation processing. (C) This analysis identified a network
of cortical regions, including the medial PFC, ventrolateral PFC, and visual cortices
(P<0.05, whole-brain corrected; see also Table 2).
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sensitivity. These candidate intermediaries between VTA sig-
natures of motivational state and hippocampal responses to
expectancy violation have each been implicated by prior lit-
erature in reward motivation and hippocampus-dependent
memory encoding. The medial PFC is strongly implicated in
reward valuation processes (Rangel and Hare 2010) and the
generation of affective meaning (Roy et al. 2012). This region
has also been associated with memory encoding for self-
relevant memoranda (Leshikar and Duarte 2012), and coordi-
nated activity between the medial PFC and hippocampus has
been associated with better reward-related learning in rodents
(Benchenane et al. 2010). Given these literatures, the medial
PFC is a likely source of signals that behaviorally relevant
information is expected, and thus promote encoding of that
information. The VLPFC is thought to be critical for selecting
and prioritizing goal-relevant information for storage in long-
term memory (Blumenfeld and Ranganath 2007). Thus, en-
gagement of this region prior to memory encoding would be
expected to enhance memory for events potentially relevant
to future goal pursuit. Finally, visual cortex activation and
visual stimulus processing are increased during states of
reward motivation (Shuler and Bear 2006; Serences 2008;
Seitz et al. 2009; Pessoa and Engelmann 2010; Baldassi and
Simoncini 2011). During episodic memory encoding, visual
cortex activations have been demonstrated to reliably predict
successful memory encoding (Spaniol et al. 2009; Kim 2011),
and priming of the visual cortices for increased detection of
salient visual information, would be expected to contribute to
hippocampal sensitivity. The current findings could also be
conceptualized as reflecting transient shifts in attention to
guide greater sensitivity to expectancy violation processing; in
our view attentional mechanisms are not mutually exclusive
with the memory mechanisms proposed above. Interestingly,
the regions described in this network interaction analyses
(i.e., medial PFC, lateral PFC, and visual cortex) have all been
implicated during enhancements in goal-relevant attentional
processes (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Baluch and Itti 2011).
In sum, the current neuroimaging findings suggest that a
select network of cortical regions are engaged by the VTA
which then contribute to enhanced sensitivity and better
hippocampus-dependent encoding.

Our analysis did not provide evidence that direct modu-
lation of the hippocampus by the VTA predicted expectancy
violation encoding. Although there was significant functional
coupling between the VTA and the hippocampus in response
to reward cues, this relationship did not itself predict reward-
motivated enhancements in hippocampal expectancy viola-
tion processing. This pattern stands in contrast to previous
studies that have demonstrated functional connectivity
between the VTA and the hippocampus, prior to encoding,
that predicts reward-motivated declarative memory (Adcock
et al. 2006) and individual differences in reward-motivated
memory enhancements (Wolosin et al. 2012). Interestingly,
both prior studies investigated the encoding of goal-relevant
material (i.e., participants were explicitly rewarded for the
successful encoding of memoranda), whereas we investigated
the encoding of information not explicitly associated with
reward but encountered during reward motivation. Together,
this evidence suggests multiple possible routes whereby the
VTA can influence hippocampal neurophysiology. We specu-
late that these different mechanisms arise because the targets
of VTA neuromodulation are flexible and reflect an

individual’s specific behavioral goals. Thus, during states of
reward motivation, there may be an integrated modulation of
distributed regions involved in valuation, representation, and
sensory processing; whereas when specific cognitive pro-
cesses are incentivized (e.g., memory encoding), these actions
may be adjusted so that specific target regions are also di-
rectly modulated (e.g., the hippocampus) (Adcock et al.
2006). Future studies will need to confirm this dissociation,
and further investigate how these different mechanisms of
VTA neuromodulation affect the content and structure of
declarative memory.

In summary, our findings characterize a novel mechanism
whereby reward motivation can enhance hippocampal sensi-
tivity to—and declarative memory for—salient events. First,
we found that motivation to obtain reward enhanced memory
to include expectancy violations, even though they were goal
irrelevant. This finding suggests a broader role for motivation
in shaping memory encoding than previously appreciated,
consistent with a bias for enriched encoding of contexts and
potential determinants of reward experienced during reward
motivation. Second, we identified a novel modulation of
hippocampal neurophysiology, such that VTA-cortical inter-
actions were predictive of hippocampal responses to expect-
ancy violations; this finding suggests a modification of the
prevailing view that dopamine shapes memory mainly by sta-
bilizing lasting plasticity in the hippocampus after encoding
(Lisman et al. 2011). This novel mechanism embodies a
unified view of dopaminergic influence on memory formation,
by illustrating how the previously described effects of dopa-
mine in the PFC and hippocampus may integrate to enhance
memory encoding. We propose that during reward motivation
the VTA organizes distributed brain systems to create an over-
inclusive, enriched mnemonic record—an adaptive memory
bias—so that if and when reward outcomes occur, their causes
can be discerned and consolidated in memory.
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